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Engineering (GPCE 2007)
The Generative Programming and Component Engineering conference has been held annually since 2002, under the
sponsorship of ACM SIGPLAN, and in cooperation with ACM SIGSOFT. This volume comprises extended versions of eight
of the articles presented at the Sixth International Conference on Generative Programming and Component Engineering
(GPCE’07). All articles were rigorously reviewed, to the usual standards of journal publication, by three reviewers. These
articles cover a wide range of topics in the area of generative programming and component engineering, including aspects,
component frameworks, macros, and monads.
Software projects are increasingly developed using a variety of languages, and one symptom of this is that it may be
necessary for code written in one language to generate code written in another. A classic example is the need to write e.g.,
Java code that generates SQL code to access a database. Such code generation is typically performed by concatenating strings,
but this is error prone, because there is no verification that the result respects the syntax of the target language, and can
induce security leaks, when the generated code includes user input, and this input is structured in a way that causes the
generated code to be interpreted in a different way than intended. One approach to address this problem is to replace the
construction of code from strings by construction of code using an appropriate API. The article ‘‘Preventing Injection Attacks
with Syntax Embeddings’’ by Bravenboer, Dolstra, and Visser takes this idea one step further, and proposes an approach to
generating support in a host language for constructing terms in a guest language and to generating the API for constructing
guest language terms. The approach is additive in the number of languages involved, not multiplicative, so support for N
guest languages inM host languages requires only O(N +M)work.
Macros allow programmers to implement code generation by defining new syntax extensions within a language. Macros
are present in languages such as C and C++, but have arguably reached their peak of refinement and usefulness in the Scheme
programming language, which provides a variety ofmacro defining facilities aswell as the ability to control variable capture,
referred to as macro hygiene. The many features of Schememacros can, however, make them difficult to use. This raises the
need for debugging facilities, which are the subject of the article ‘‘Debugging HygienicMacros’’ by Culpepper and Felleisen. This
article provides a tool for stepping through the expansion of a macro, revealing the code that is generated and the binding
points of the variables occurring within this code. Facilities are furthermore provided for selective expansion, to allow the
user to finely control the degree of detail that is presented. The article also defines a semantics of macro expansion and
proves the correctness of the debugger with respect to this semantics.
Aspect-oriented programming is a formof componentization that has traditionally been applied to languages such as Java
and C++. The article ‘‘Aspects of Availability Enforcing timed properties to prevent denial of service’’ by Fradet andHa explores the
use of aspect-oriented programming in the context of timed automata. In particular, they propose a domain-specific aspect
language that is targeted towards expressing properties of resource availability. Aspects themselves amount to automata,
and specify properties such as the amount of time that must elapse after a process frees a resource before it can request the
resource again. The article defines the aspect language and theweaving process. Becauseweaving of aspects can significantly
increase the complexity of an automaton, various optimizations are considered.
A long-term goal in the area of programming languages has been how to construct programming language semantics
in a clean and composable way. Monads have provided a significant step in this direction, by making it possible to define
the semantics of effect free constructs in a way that is independent of specific effects, such as state or nondeterminism.
Modular monadic semantics then allow defining the semantics of constructs in different modules that are then composed
to form the semantics of a programming language. These modules may define the execution semantics, but may also define
forms of static semantics, such as type checking. ‘‘Constructing Language Processors with Algebra Combinators’’ by Frisby,
Kimmell, Weaver, and Alexander takes the idea of modularity in another direction, by allowing composition of different kinds
of semantics. Combinators are defined to provide control over recursion and to allow the different kinds of semantics to
interact. Some examples are provided and the implementation is described.
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‘‘Simple and safe SQL queries with C++ templates’’ by Gil and Lenz returns to the problem of software that is written in
multiple languages, considering specifically the embedding of an SQL-like language into C++. They propose an approach
based on C++ templates. C++ concepts, as discussed in more detail in the next article, are furthermore used to document
constraints on queries and potentially enforce them, if this is supported by the underlying C++ compiler. Queries are
guaranteed to match the database schema, and to be immune to injection attacks.
The idea of constructing systems using existing components is appealing because it avoids the need to reimplement
complex functionalities. In practice, however, this reuse is not always so successful, because the interface of the component is
notwell adapted to the needs of the application. The ideas of a ‘‘concept’’ and a ‘‘conceptmap’’ are currently being introduced
into C++ to address this issue. A concept describes a set of constraints on a type, and thus amounts of an interface, and a
concept map adapts an existing component of the given type to this interface. ‘‘Programming with C++ Concepts’’ by Järvi,
Marcus, and Smith presents a number of examples of using concepts and concept maps for adaptation, and shows that the
approach incurs little overhead as compared to a hand-coded implementation.
Software architectures are an essential tool in designing and understanding large software. A software architecture
must consider the software components at various degrees of abstraction, to satisfy the needs of various stakeholders.
An important issue is to keep these different layers consistent. ‘‘A Type-centric Framework for Specifying Heterogeneous,
Large-scale, Component-oriented, Architectures’’ by Jung and Hatcliff describes a metamodelling language that allows defining
domain-specific architecture description languages in which the language definition describes not only the constructs of
the language but also a type system. The language allows not only specification of individual component models, but also
of the allowed interactions between components defined according to different component models. The NesC component
model, which is widely used in embedded systems, is used as a running example.
Normally, in object-oriented programming, methods are defined within the classes to which they are considered to
be most relevant. This approach, however, raises two problems. First, whenever new functionalities are needed, the
class definition must be modified. This can be a maintenance bottleneck and may cause the implementations of related
functionalities to be dispersed among different program units. Second, some functionalities depend on the relationship
between two kinds of objects, as in a format conversion function, and thus do not naturally fit within one class or the other.
The article ‘‘OpenMulti-Methods for C++’’ by Pirkelbauer, Solodkyy, and Stroustrup proposes openmulti-methods as a solution
to these problems. Suchmethods are not definedwithin any class, and takemultiple objects as arguments. They nevertheless
fit into the object-oriented inheritance hierarchy, in that a multimethod can receive as arguments objects from subclasses
of the specified classes, and method overriding is supported. The article provides a number of examples to motivate the
need for open multi-methods, then defines an algorithm for method resolution in the presence of overriding, and finally
considers implementation and performance issues.
Finally, I would like to thank the editors of Science of Computer Programming for their assistance in organizing this
special issue, and all of the reviewers who helped with the article selection process, both for GPCE’07 and this special issue.
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